What do language users know about particular utterances, and how do they compute this knowledge? These two questions are central to the computational investigation of human language. The dening characteristic of a computation is its complexity { the amount of time and space that it requires (Garey and Johnson, 1979) . This article contributes to the computational study of human language by analyzing the complexity of computing the language users' knowledge of syntax.
The complete comprehension of an utterance requires, in part, a complete structural description of that utterance. The structural description represents the language users' syntactic knowledge of that utterance. For example, in order to fully comprehend the English sentence Kate was seen by Mary, the language user must determine, among other things, that Mary is the underlying subject of the sentence (that is, she is the person who did the seeing); that the thing that she saw was Kate; that the utterance is in the passive voice, and that the \seeing" event referred to by the utterance occurred in the past. The language user also knows that the proper noun Kate and the auxiliary verb was are both singular, and that they are in agreement.
In this article, we demonstrate that the process of computing such syntactic knowledge according modern transformational grammars is NP-hard (that is, as complex as any problem solvable in nondeterministic polynomial time). The results reported here contribute to a larger research program, whose goal is to characterize the complexity of human language (Chomsky, 1956; Barton et.al., 1987) .
However, unlike prior work on the complexity of natural language, our proof is not based on a complete formalization of a linguistic theory. Instead, we proceed as follows. First we identify a class of structural descriptions dened by ve essential properties. Next, we prove that the language comprehension problem will be NP-hard for any linguistic theory that generates our class of structural descriptions. Finally, we demonstrate that the modern transformational grammars of Lasnick and Saito (1984) and Chomsky (1986) generate this class of structural descriptions and consequently are NP-hard.
The indirect nature of our complexity analysis has the singular virtue of not relying on any easily-changed details of the linguistic theory, or on any arbitrary choices made during formalization. At its heart, our analysis argues that the linguistic phenomenon of syntactic agreement and lexical ambiguity itself causes computational intractability. Thus, our work builds on the prior work of Ristad and Berwick (1989) , who demonstrated that syntactic agreement and lexical ambiguity causes intractability in modern unication-based grammars.
1
The fact that the same linguistic phenomenon gives rise to NP-hardness in two very dierent linguistic frameworks { transformational grammars and unication-based grammars { argues strongly that the process of language comprehension is itself NP-hard.
The remainder of the article is organized into four sections. First, section 2 introduces the lexical resolution problem (LRP). Informally, the LRP is the computational problem of disambiguating the lexical entries in a structural description. We argue 1 Unication-based grammars include grammatical systems whose central formal device is the unication of feature sets, such as head-driven phrase structure grammar (Pollard and Sag, 1987) , generalized phrase structure grammar (Gazdar et.al, 1985) , lexical-functional grammar (Bresnan, 1982) , and so forth. Lexical-functional grammar and generalized phrase structure grammar have independently been shown to be NP-hard (Berwick, 1982) and EXP-POLY time hard (Ristad, 1990), respectively. that this problem must be solved in order to fully comprehend an utterance. Next, section 3 motivates the structural descriptions postulated by current transformational theories. In section 4, we prove that the LRP is NP-hard for these theories. Our proof relies only the fact that these transformational theories generate a special class of structural descriptions which we call a \stair." Finally, section 5 demonstrates exactly how this abstract formulation applies to the \Barriers" theory of Chomsky (1986) and related transformational theories (Lasnik and Saito, 1984; Chomsky, 1989) . But let us rst consider the broad problem of computing the language user's knowledge of syntax.
In this section, we introduce the lexical resolution problem as a well-motivated subproblem of the broad language comprehension problem. The lexical resolution problem (LRP) is the problem of disambiguating the lexical entries in a structural description:
Given a partial syntactic representation R that includes ambiguous or underspecied words, and a lexicon L containing ambiguous words, can the words in R be found in the lexicon L?
In contrast, let us dene the acceptable parse problem (APP) to be the problem of deciding whether or not a valid structural description exists for a given utterance.
Note that the APP is not equivalent to the LRP. Every solution to the LRP is a solution to the APP, but the converse is not true. As a consequence, the LRP is at least as dicult as the APP. However, the APP is an unrealistic subproblem of language comprehension for the following reason. The task of language comprehension is to nd the exact structural description intended by the speaker. If the language user were content to simply nd any acceptable structural description of a given utterance, as per the APP, then the language user would be free to miscomprehend nearly every utterance. In contrast, the LRP requires the language user to nd a structural description with a specied set of syntactic properties, if one exists. Thus, the LRP more closely models the true language comprehension problem, where the language user must strive to nd a structural description wth the same properties as the structural description intended by the speaker.
Having motivated the LRP as a natural subproblem of language comprehension, let us now informally examine the structural descriptions postulated by modern transformational grammars. Our goal here is to provide the reader with an intuitive feel for the structural descriptions generated by these grammars.
According to modern transformational grammars, the syntactic structure underlying even extremely simple constructions can be quite intricate. Consider the simple passive expression (1).
(1) John was seen.
What is it that English speakers know about this expression? For one, they know that the expression describes an event that occurred in the past. This information is contained in the verb was, which is overtly inected for the past tense as well as overtly agreeing with the surface subject on number. One way to represent this knowledge is to say that the overt form was underlyingly consists of the three morphemes [be],
[past], and [singular] .
English speakers also know that the expression is in the passive voice | that the overt subject John is subjected to the \seeing action," and therefore stands in the same relation to the verb see in (1) as it does in the corresponding active expression Someone saw John. That is, English speakers know that (i) the verbal form seen consists of the the verb root [see] and the voice morpheme [passive] , which happens to be realized as the +en sux here, and (ii) John is the underlying direct object of the verb see in both active and passive variants of the expression.
In order to represent the knowledge that language users have about such expressions, modern transformational grammars assign the partial structural description depicted in gure 1 to the utterance (1), where each surface word has been exploded into its underlying morphemes. For comparison, gure 2 depicts the structural description that would be assigned to this uttrance by a typical unication-based grammar.
According to modern transformational grammars, morphemes are organized hierarchically according to X-bar theory. X-bar theory states that morphemes of type X project into syntactic constituents of type X. That is simply to say that a verb phrase must contain a verb and a noun phrase must contain a noun. The relation between a morpheme X and its complement (a phrase YP) is represented by the sisterhood conguration inside the rst projection of X (2): (2) Selection is an instance of complementation. For example, the aspect morpheme
[be] selects the voice morpheme [passive] . Thus, the lack of a voice morpheme to satisfy [be]'s selectional requirement in the minimally dierent expression John was see accounts for its deviancy.
The relation between the rst projection of X and its specier (a phrase YP) is represented by sisterhood in the second projection of X (3):
The second projection X2 of the morpheme X is a phrase of type X, also written XP. Agreement is an instance of specication. For example, the proper noun John species the agreement morpheme [singular] in the underlying structural description in gure 1.
Finally, the underlying thematic relation between the verb see and the noun phrase John is represented indirectly, by postulating a phonologically silent place holder that is selected by the verb see. This place holder t i is called a \trace." Notice that the trace t i is assigned the same index as the element whose place it is holding (ie., John i ).
In assigning this representation to the utterance (1), transformational grammarians are guided by the principle of universal explanation (UE). UE states that there is only one underlying language, from which particular languages dier in trivial ways. 2 One consequence of UE is that if any language makes an overt distinction, then all languages must make that distinction in their underlyingly representations. For example, in languages such as Hindi, verbs agree with their direct object and their subjects; therefore object and subject must both appear in the specier position of agreement phrases in all languages (Mahajan, 1989) . A second consequence of UE is that all clauses have the same underlying structure. At the very least, a clause must contain a subject, a tense, and a verb. And because it contains a subject, it must also contain an agreement morpheme for the subject.
Transformational grammarians are also guided by the goal of representing linguistic relations uniformly, via local phrase structure congurations. For example, the selection relation between a verb V and its underlying direct object XP is always represented by the complement conguration \[ V 1 V XP]."' And when the direct object appears as the surface subject, as in the passive, a trace must be used as a place-holder for the underlying position of the direct object.
Now consider the expression (4).
(4) Tom saw Mary yesterday.
If we examined certain cross-linguistic facts, and obeyed the principle of universal explanation, we would assign the underlying structural description in gure 3 to this expression. The verb see selects the proper noun Mary as its direct object, resulting in a V1 projection. This V1 predicate is specied by its subject, the proper noun Tom. The relation of modication between the resulting VP and the adverb yesterday is represented congurationally as adjunction to VP. The remaining morphemes | object agreement, verbal tense, and subject agreement | appear in this structural description, but have not yet been specied. This is indicated by the empty categories \[e]" in their specier positions. \C" is the complementizer morpheme, which is phonologically null (ie., silent) in declarative expressions.
Next, the underlying representation in gure 3 undergoes certain obligatory movement transformations, resulting in the surface form in gure 4. First, the underlying object Mary moves to the specier position of the object agreement phrase, so that the agreement morpheme will be specied [singular] and so that the object Mary will be assigned objective case. Next, Tom, the underlying subject of the verbal predicate [see Mary], moves to the specier position of the subject agreement phrase, in order to specify the agreement morpheme as [singular] and be assigned nominative case. Finally, the verb see combines rst with the object agreement morpheme, then with the tense morpheme, and nally with the subject agreement morpheme. It is spelled out as saw. Each movement transformation leaves behind an indexed trace.
This linguistic analysis is motivated by Chomsky (1986; and Pollack (1989) .
The movement transformations proposed in that work are considerably more complex than those shown here.
By explicitly representing the dependencies between the morphemes in this fashion, a number of things become clear. For one, each morpheme typically interacts with only a few other morphemes, such as its specier and its complement. However, because each word consists of several morphemes, it is possible for every word in a clause to interact with every other word in that clause. For example, in our rst example (1) John was seen, the passive verb form see+en selects the underlying object t 1 and assigns it a`patient' thematic role. The underlying object t 1 appears as the surface subject John; the subject agrees with the inected aspect be+past+singular, which assigns it nominative case; and, to complete the circle of interactions, the inected aspect was selects the passive verb form. These properties of words, such as case-marking, thematic role assignment, selection and agreement, are all independent, not directly deducible from the phonological form of the words, and potentially correlated in the lexicon.
In the next section, we translate this informal observation into a proof that the lexical resolution problem for modern transformational grammars is NP-hard. In brief, the idea of our proof is to translate the formal dependencies among the Boolean variables in a propositional formula into the linguistic dependencies among the lexical items in a structural description. We will perform the translation carefully, so that the lexical items satisfy the linguistic dependencies in the structural description if and only if there is a truth assignment to the Boolean variables that satises the propositional formula. Thus, our translation will be a reduction from the NP-complete Satisability problem to the lexical resolution problem.
In this section we prove that the LRP is NP-hard for any transformational grammar that generates a particular class of structural descriptions. The inspiration for our proof is the fact that lexical entries depend on each other, by virtue of their presence in same structural description. For example, the subject and main verb may be required to agree on number or gender, or the main verb may select an animate object. Such syntactic dependencies are complex, involving the interaction of many local and nonlocal relations. Accordingly, the disambiguation of a particular word can have global consequences. This suggests that it may be dicult to assign a structural description to a sequence of ambiguous words. As suggested above, the idea of the proof is to construct a structural description that enforces these 3SAT constraints. The words in the structural description will be ambiguous with respect to a syntactic distinction that corresponds to truth value.
Recall that transformation theories postulate at least two levels of syntactic rep-resentation | the underlying and surface representations | and a mapping from underlying form to surface form. The underlying form is called the D-structure (DS) and the surface form is called the S-structure (SS). DS is a representation of thematic role assignment, selection, and grammatical function (subject, object, etc.). SS is the syntactic representation closest to the surface form of a sentence. In current transformational theories, DS is mapped onto SS by the generalized move-transformation.
The proof will simulate the 3SAT constraints with a complex syntactic representation, that we will build using one simple building block, called a \stair." Denition. A stair is an underlying form U i with the following properties:
1. Recursive structure. U i contains another stair U i+1 .
2. Selection and agreement are correlated. U i contains a morpheme i that selects U i+1 . Local axation rules will morphologically merge the head of U i with the morpheme i , thereby correlating selectional properties of i with the agreement features of U i in the lexicon.
3. Undergoes obligatory movement. U i selects and assigns a theta-role to U i+1 , but does not assign it case. Therefore U i+1 is a properly governed argument that undergoes obligatory movement in order to satisfy the case lter. The same will be true for U i .
4. Transparent to extraction. U i allows nodes that can be moved out of U i+1 to also be moved out of U i . This kind of long movement is typically done by successive cyclic movement between bounding nodes in order to satisfy the subjaceny condition of bounding theory. 5. Contains a landing site. U i contains a specier position that is assigned case.
The head of U i will agree with its specier; therefore only stairs that agree with the head of U i can be moved to this specier position. Correspondingly, this means that U i can only move to the specier position of a stair U j , j < i, that agrees with it.
The proof will also rely on the existence of four syntactic distinctions, such as gender, number, person, kinship class, and so forth. As explained below, these syntactic distinctions will be used to ensure that only lexical items that represent literals of the same variable can agree with each other. They will also be used to represent the underlying truth value of the corresponding formula literal. Consequently, each lexical item in the structural description will be two-ways ambiguous, corresponding to the ambiguity in truth value of the corresponding literal in the Boolean formula.
Lemma 4.1 Stairs can enforce the 3SAT constraints.
Proof. The idea of the proof is to represent negation as a morpheme; to encode the truth values of variables in syntactic features; to enforce clausal satisfaction in the underlying representation (DS) using selectional constraints; and to ensure consistency of truth assignments in the surface representation (SS), using long distance movement and specier-head agreement.
The DS consists of one stair per formula literal, which is three stairs per formula clause. Let the clause C i = (a i _ b i _ c i ) be represented by the three stairs U i;a , U i;b , and U i;c :
The selectional constraints of the three stairs ensure that each 3-clause contains at least one true literal, although lexical ambiguity will prevent us from knowing which literals in the 3-clause are true. To do this, the rst stair U i;a must promise to make C i true, either by being true itself or by selecting a stair U i;b that promises to make the 3-clause true; to fulll its promise, the second stair U i;b must either be true or select a true stair U i;c . (If U i;a is true, it selects the next stair U i;b with either truth value.) This chain of selectional dependencies is shown in (6).
Axes listed in the lexicon will negate or preserve variable truth values, according to whether the corresponding formula literal is negative or positive.
Then, scanning from right to left, each stair is moved to the specier position of the closest stair of the same variable, either by long movement or by successive cyclic movement (see gures 6, 7).
In the resulting SS, the specier position of the stair that corresponds to ith occurrence of a given variable contains the stair that corresponds to the i + 1th occurrence of the same variable. These two stairs agree with each other by specierhead agreement. Now all the stairs the correspond to literals of a given variable are Using the construction in lemma 4.1, and the fact that words may be ambiguous, we can now prove the following theorem about the lexical resolution problem:
Theorem 1 The LRP is NP-hard in linguistic theories that permit a stair.
Proof. By reduction to 3SAT. The input is a Boolean formula f in 3-CNF; the output is a lexicon L and a structure S containing underspecied words such that the words in S can be found in L if and only if f is satisable. The structure S will be built from f according to the stair construction in lemma 4.1. Two stairs will agree if and only if they correspond to literals of the same variable and have been assigned the same truth value. The words in the syntactic structure will be ambiguous only in the syntactic distinction that corresponds to truth value. One agreement feature encodes variable truth assignments, and another identies Boolean variables. One non-agreement feature encodes literal truth values, and a second one keeps track of the promise in the chain of selectional dependencies shown in (6). Thus a total of four syntactic distinctions are required and each lexical item is two-ways ambiguous. The stair construction ensures that the 3SAT constraints are satised by all permissible lexical choices for the words. 2
We have just nished the second stage of our analysis. The rst stage was to motivate the structural descriptions postulated by modern transformational grammars. The second stage was to exhibit an abstract class of structural descriptions, called stairs, that support an intricate web of syntactic dependencies. The third and nal stage is to demonstrate exactly how these structural descriptions appear in the transformational grammars of Chomsky (1986) and Lasnik and Saito (1984) .
In this section, we demonstrate that the transformational theories of Chomsky (1986) and Lasnik and Saito (1984) generate stair constructions. This demonstration suces to prove the NP-hardness of the LRP for those theories. In turn, this proof will give us reason to believe that the interaction of lexical ambiguity and syntactic agreement | such as specier-head agreement, head-head agreement, head-projection agreement, and the various forms of chain agreement (link, extension, composition) | can be quite complex in these models. Henceforth, we will refer to the transformational theory of Chomsky (1986) as the \Barriers model" and the theory of Lasnik and Saito (1984) as the \Lasnik-Saito model". Proof. The noun complement structure depicted in gure 8 is a stair according to the Barriers model of Chomsky (1986) . (The denition of a stair appears on page 13.)
1. Recursive structure. NP i contains NP i+1 , the next stair.
2. Selection and agreement are correlated. NP i contains a verbal morpheme V0 that selects NP i+1 . V0 undergoes obligatory head movement to the inectional element I0, creating an inected verb in the head of IP. The '-features will appear on the inected verb by specier-head agreement, where they may be systematically correlated with the verb's selectional properties in the lexicon.
3. Undergoes obligatory movement. V0 selects and assigns a theta-role to NP i+1 , but does not assign it case. Therefore NP i+1 must move. This is possible if V0 has lost its ability to assign case due to passive morphology, or if NP i+1 is the underlying subject of VP i , as in standard VP-internal subject analyses. Chomsky (pc) suggests that the proper analysis of (7) is (8), and that a better topicalization example is (9). Although it is dicult to nd a natural example of such an inected noun, no arguments or analyses exclude it in principle. A close natural example is noun incorporation in Mohawk verbs (Baker, 1985:139) . Proof. The preceding proof proceeds without alteration in the Lasnik-Saito (1984) model because in that model, theta-government suces for proper government, and traces may be deleted after -marking. 2
We note that the possibility of long distance argument movement by adjunction to intermediate positions remains in more recent proposals based on the Barriers model.
One such proposal, due to Chomsky (1989) , is that derivations be subject to a \least eort principle," with the following provisos. LF permits only the following ve elements: arguments, adjuncts, lexical elements, predicates, and operator{variable constructions. Aect-alpha must apply at LF to each illegitimate object to yield one of these ve legitimate elements. Chomsky (1989:63) urges us to \consider successivecyclic A-bar movement from an argument position. This will yield a chain that is not a legitimate object; it is a`heterogeneous chain,' consisting of an adjunct chain and an (A-bar, A) pair (an operator-variable construction, where the A-bar position is occupied by a trace). This heterogeneous chain can become a legitimate object, namely a genuine operator-variable construction, only by eliminating intermediate A-bar traces. We conclude, then, that these must be deleted at the point where we reach LF representation."
A direct consequence of this theory, then, is that successive-cyclic A-bar movement from a theta-marked argument position to a case-marked argument position will also yield an illegitimate object, that can become a legitimate object, namely an A-chain, only by eliminating intermediate A-bar traces at the point where we reach LF (that is, before LF chain conditions apply). We conclude, then, that these intermediate traces must be deleted at that point, and that long distance NP movement is in fact permitted by the theory. This concludes our demonstration that modern transformational grammars generate the stair construction. The central point of our work is not that these linguistic theories are computationally proigate, but that the linguistic phenomenon of syntactic agreement and lexical ambiguity inherently cause intractability. Thus, we are arguing that the true problem of language comprehension is itself computationally complex and that an adequate theory of language must inherit that intractability (Ristad, 1993) . the last literal in f) moves to the specier position of the third stair (U 1;c ), leaving behind a trace t 2;c . This movement transformation relates the x 3 literal of the second Boolean clause to the x 3 literal of the rst Boolean clause. Now both stairs agree, by specier-head agreement; therefore, the corresponding literals of the formula variable x 3 will be assigned the same truth value, even though they appear in dierent clauses. Chomsky (1986) . This is the phrase structure that would be assigned to noun complement constructions, such as desire to visit places.
